Case Study - Witzenmann
Global B2B Digital Experience with FirstSpirit Cloud

B2B Industrial market leader Witzenmann delivers immersive
digital experiences in 16 countries using the FirstSpirit Cloud
content management system (CMS) for faster time to value
and increased sales.

The highlights
• OpenText customer moves to the FirstSpirit Hybrid CMS
• Enterprise-class DXP capabilities, at speed and at scale
• Engaging omnichannel experiences increases revenues
• Fast time to market improves time to value
• Better usability for business and IT users
• Easy integration with DAM, CRM and MRM systems
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About the Witzenmann Group
The Witzenmann Group is the world’s leading manufacturer of flexible metal
tubes, expansion joints, metal bellows and automotive components. Over 4,600
employees at 24 companies in 19 countries develop and produce customtailored solutions for customers from all branches of industry. Within its sector,
Witzenmann offers both an extensive product range and broad spectrum of
service and technology expertise.

Searched and found:
Witzemann’s digital marketing team wanted
to generate more high-quality sales leads
while providing the sales team with actionable
customer intelligence to increase sales, but the
website was underperforming making it difficult
to realize the company’s goals. It quickly
became clear that Witzenmann’s existing CMS
of choice--OpenText--no longer supported its
digital experience needs. Lengthy processes
contributed to painfully slow time to market
making it a challenge for marketers to execute
successful campaigns in a timely manner, and
causing frustration for both marketing and IT. It
was time for a change.
Witzenmann sought a new, modern digital
experience platform to support its B2B
marketing and e-commerce goals and found it
in the FirstSpirit Digital Experience Platform.

“

Our goal was to support the complete
customer journey with an advanced
DX platform for digital marketers
that would improve the customer
experience and increase leads. We
were particularly impressed with
FirstSpirit’s ease of use, best-of-breed
approach, and ease of integration with
a wide range of third-party systems
and tools. In FirstSpirit, we found
a future-proof Digital Experience
Platform to serve as the foundation
for our digital transformation.

— Jochen Geiger, Head
of Marketing/PR at
Witzenmann Group

”
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Concentration on the core business
After years spent wrestling with its on premises CMS,
Witzenmann wanted to move to a software as a service (SaaS)
solution and opted for FirstSpirit Cloud, e-Spirit’s SaaS CMS
offering which provides high performance marketing at speed
and at scale, with a low cost of ownership. Also important to
Witzenmann’s decision, FirstSpirit Cloud offers enterprise-class
security through multi-layered security protocols, periodic
penetration testing, and dozens of compliance programs; and
handles all operating issues with guaranteed data locations
ensuring FirstSpirit is always up and running.

“

In short, FirstSpirit Cloud has all of the
capabilities marketing and IT needed to deliver
immersive digital experiences and manage
content on a global scale, right out of the box.
Plus, the SaaS solution helps IT to focus less
on the day to day management of the system
so they can concentrate fully on the company’s
core business and supporting strategic
initiatives such as attracting new customers
via multiple digital channels.

Using FirstSpirit Cloud brings many benefits to our marketing and IT teams.
Because we didn’t have to set up a technical infrastructure, we were able to get to
market very fast for faster time to value. We love the platform’s ease of use and
very high usability which allow rapid roll-outs in our subsidiaries and ensures we
get the best results even by our more inexperienced users.
— Jochen Geiger, Head of Marketing/PR
at Witzenmann Group

”

Outstanding
interoperability, fast results
and best performance
Torsten Godzisz, project manager at Logic Joe, e-Spirit’s
implementation partner on the Witzenmann project confirms
that FirstSpirit delivers very fast results. “Integrating FirstSpirit
with third-party DAM (MediaPool), CRM (Microsoft Dynamics)
and MRM (Brandmaker) tools went very smoothly. The 3-system
environment with development, production and test systems
ensures maximum security in the development and expansion
of the websites and other channels. The Cloud solution always
offers all of the latest features, scales beautifully, and supports all
of our global digital experience needs with agility for faster time
to value. In addition to fast loading
times and optimal availability, this also
ensures good SEO results…”
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Successful B2B Marketing and Basis
for B2B Commerce
Witzenmann today offers customers and prospects from all corners of the world compelling digital experiences
using state-of-the-art functionality, combined with robust data protection and security standards. More
importantly, revenues are up thanks to its high-performance website which drives more highly qualified leads.
Furthermore, regular CMS feature updates are now automatically handled by FirstSpirit Cloud alleviating the
pressure on IT and allowing them to focus on more strategic company initiatives. FirstSpirit has provided
Witzenmann with an agile foundation for further digital transformation as well, future-proofing its digital
experience ecosystem for years to come. New channels--such as Intranets, customer portals, e-Commerce
shops or digital signage--can be implemented quickly and easily with the new platform and combined with
other third-party systems ensuring a successful B2B commerce ecosystem.

“

FirstSpirit is an important element of our long-term
digital transformation. As a first step, we were able
to bring our website management to near-perfect
levels, increase the number and quality of leads, and
provide sales with actionable customer intelligence
from all regions on a daily basis. Next, we plan on using
FirstSpirit’s Intelligence Content Engine for delivering
personalized content to all channels including our
customer portal as well as for B2B e-commerce.

— Jochen Geiger, Head of Marketing/PR
at Witzenmann Group

”
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About e-Spirit
e-Spirit’s FirstSpirit Digital Experience Platform, offered through a SaaS or on-premises
model, helps businesses engage customers and increase revenue with personalized,
content-rich digital experiences anytime, anywhere. Savvy digital marketers across all
industry sectors rely on the FirstSpirit platform—which includes a hybrid (headless+) CMS,
AI-driven personalization and omnichannel marketing capabilities—for individualized and
synchronized content delivery across all channels to differentiate their companies and
compel their users to action. We call this the Digital Experience Edge.
e-Spirit, founded in 1999, is part of the adesso Group and has offices in 16 locations in
the US, Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria and Asia Pacific.
Customers include international brands and corporations such as L’Oréal, Lancôme,
Commerzbank, BASF, Bosch, Belk, Grohe, Urban Decay, Olympus, Santander Bank,
Carter’s, Sterling Jewelers and many others. For more information, go to www.e-Spirit.com

